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Coming in February 2003...

A New Magazine from the Economic Research Service

Food  Farms  Rural Communities  Environment  Trade

A collage of issues and analysis

- Feature articles with in-depth coverage of timely issues
- Brief reports on key research findings and implications
- Data and discussion
- Upcoming research reports, events, and activities
- Internet edition with updates and additional articles and data

The new ERS magazine will debut in February 2003, replacing Agricultural Outlook, FoodReview, and Rural America and covering the full range of ERS research and analysis. Published five times a year, with an Internet edition updated and supplemented more frequently, it will deliver high-quality, timely information to readers.

Watch for more details on the ERS website: www.ers.usda.gov

Questions? Comments?
Contact Sheila Sankaran at (202) 694-5010 or ssankaran@ers.usda.gov

Agricultural Outlook, FoodReview, and Rural America will continue publishing through December 2002.